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ABSTRACT: Transition metal-based endohedral cluster interme-
tallic compounds are interesting electron phases, which frequently
exhibit superconductivity with a peculiar interplay between the
critical temperature and valence electron count. We present a new
Re-based endohedral gallium cluster compound, Re2Ga9Ge. Its
unique crystal structure (P42/mmc space group, a = 8.0452(3) Å, c =
6.7132(2) Å) is built by two types of gallium polyhedra:
monocapped Archimedean antiprisms centered by rhenium atoms
and tetrahedra containing a main-group element inside. The analysis
of chemical bonding shows the presence of localized pairwise
interactions between the p-block elements and the formation of
multicenter bonds with the participation of d-orbitals of rhenium. In
the electronic band structure, the Fermi level is located in a narrow
pseudogap indicating the optimum band filling and thus explaining the virtual absence of a homogeneity range. The compound
exhibits Pauli paramagnetism and metallic properties with unexpectedly low thermal conductivity. A sharp anomaly observed on the
magnetic susceptibility and resistivity curves presumably indicates the electronic phase transition accompanied by charge ordering at
the characteristic temperature of T * = 271 K in zero magnetic field.

■ INTRODUCTION

Among a rich realm of intermetallic compounds, there is a
broad group of polar intermetallics formed by a combination of
a transition metal with a p-block metal or metalloid. They form
an interesting family with nontrivial chemical bonding and
frequently exhibit exciting functional properties. In particular,
compounds enriched with a p-metal may exhibit low-
temperature superconductivity with intriguing interplay
between the critical temperature and valence electron count.1

In such compounds, the p-metal forms a three-dimensional
framework with large cages occupied by atoms of a transition
metal. Interestingly, many of the superconducting intermetal-
lics are based on gallium, for example, V2Ga5, ReGa5, Rh2Ga9,
and Mo8Ga41 intermetallic superconductors.2−5 In these
compounds, atoms of a transition metal are enclosed inside
endohedral gallium clusters with a large number of vertices, 8−
14; such building blocks give birth to a common name of such
compounds, “endohedral superconductors”.
The endohedral cluster architectures demonstrate unique

structural flexibility with the persistence of superconductivity
in a wide range of valence electron count. Also, endohedral
cluster superconductors have similar features in their electronic
band structures.3,6 Prominent d-p hybridization−the mixing of
the transition metal d states with p-states of the main-group

metal or metalloid−leads to the formation of strong peaks of
the density of states in the vicinity of the Fermi energy. In
many cases, the opening of a gap, which separates the valence
and conduction bands, can be observed. When such a band gap
opens at the Fermi energy, the endohedral cluster
intermetallics show semiconducting properties, as in the case
of FeGa3 and RuGa3 with a fully occupied valence band and
thus saturated chemical bonds.7,8 On the other hand, the
electron-deficient phases with a high degree of electron
delocalization exhibit metallic properties and, in some cases,
superconductivity, as it was observed in PdGa5,

9 Rh2Ga9,
Ir2Ga9,

9 ReGa5,
3 Mo8Ga41,

10 and other Ga-rich intermetallics.
The search for new superconductors can be conducted

among the endohedral cluster frameworks, and some rules that
have already begun to take shape may help here. First of all,
valence electron count (VEC) should be taken into account for
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the rational design of new superconducting materials. Many
intermetallic frameworks are found in the vicinity of some
magic values of VEC that define the islands of stability. For
example, within the large families of Heusler compounds11 and
Nowotny chimney ladder phases,12 such basic values of VEC
can be found. The modern concept is based on the 18-n rule,13

which explains the appearance of magic values of VEC on the
basis of stable electronic configurations and analogies to
molecular complexes of transition metals.14 However, super-
conducting materials typically exist outside of the islands of
stability. Indeed, there is a conjecture on the competition
between structural stability and superconductivity, and the
superconducting endohedral cluster frameworks are often the
electron deficient phases with respect to the compounds with
precise VEC.1,3 The manipulation of VEC is possible when
several elements from different groups of the periodic table are
treated together, and their ratio can be adjusted.
When several main-group elements are combined in one

endohedral cluster framework, new compounds can be
synthesized, and even unknown structure types can be
discovered. For example, two endohedral gallium cluster
superconductors, Mo8Ga41

15 and Mo6Ga31,
16 are known in

the Mo−Ga binary system, while the combination of gallium
and zinc expands the family of superconductors due to the
formation of the Mo8Ga41−xZnx solid solution. Furthermore,
the Mo7Ga52−xZnx ternary compound with a quasicrystal
approximant endohedral cluster framework and surprisingly
narrow homogeneity range was discovered in the Mo−Ga−Zn
ternary system.17 Mixing gallium and tin was used to
synthesize new superconducting compounds Mo8Ga41−xSnx
and Mo4Ga21−x−δSnx,

18 and also, a family of the Mo4Ga20E
superconductors was discovered, where nontransition elements
E = S, Se, Te, or Sb occupy the cuboctahedral cages of the
endohedral gallium cluster framework.19

In a similar fashion, Re-based intermetallic compounds have
been discovered by combining gallium with other elements,
such as zinc and germanium. In the Re−Ga binary system, only
the ReGa5 endohedral cluster superconductor has been
discovered.3 On the other hand, crystal growth from the
mixed flux of gallium and zinc metals yields two previously
unknown ternary compounds: the ReGa3Zn narrow-gap
semiconductor and metallic Re8Ga41−xZnx, which is isostruc-
tural with Mo8Ga41.

20 When using the flux of gallium with tin,
lead, or bismuth, crystals of the ReGa∼5M (M = Sn, Pb, Bi)
ternary compounds can be isolated.21 In the Re−Ga−Ge
system, two narrow-gap semiconductors, ReGa2Ge

22 and
ReGaGe2,

23 with endohedral cluster frameworks formed by
gallium and germanium species, were recently discovered. Also,
in the Re−Ga−Si system, semiconducting ReGaSi with a close-
packed structure derived from the MoSi2-type was ob-
tained.24,25

Synthesis of endohedral cluster intermetallic compounds can
be performed from a high-temperature melt based on the
excess of a low-melting metal, the so-called flux method, that
enables the growth of crystals of excellent quality. A
combination of several low-melting metals within the joint
flux technique can be used for the exploratory synthesis of
previously unknown endohedral cluster compounds with
intriguing functional properties.18,20 In this paper, we report
on the synthesis of a new ternary intermetallic compound,
Re2Ga9Ge, obtained by the flux method from the mutual
excess of gallium and germanium. We present its unique crystal
structure with the Re- and Ge-embedded gallium clusters,

features of the electronic structure and chemical bonding, as
well as magnetic and transport properties.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Synthesis and Characterization. Rhenium powder (99.99%,

Sigma-Aldrich), germanium chips (99.999%, Sigma-Aldrich), and
gallium ingots (99.9999%, Sigma-Aldrich) were used as starting
materials. The crystal growth of Re2Ga9Ge was carried out using the
mixed flux of gallium and germanium. The mixture of elements with a
molar ratio of Re:Ga:Ge = 1:(50−x):x (x = 2.5, 5, and 10, 1 g total
mass) was placed in quartz ampules, which were evacuated, sealed,
and annealed in a muffle furnace. The temperature regime included
heating to 1273 K and annealing at this temperature for 48 h followed
by slow cooling at the rate of 4 K h−1 to 673 K. An excess of gallium
was removed by centrifugation at 333 K using a Hettich EBA 280
centrifuge; gallium residues were dissolved in 0.1 M hydrochloric acid
for 12 h. Synthesis of Re2Ga9Ge as a polycrystalline sample was
performed by the standard ampule technique. Starting materials taken
in the stoichiometric amounts were annealed inside an evacuated
silica ampule at 1223 K for 24 h, cooled to 773 K, and kept at this
temperature for 5 d. After this temperature regime, the polycrystalline
sample was thoroughly ground in an agate mortar, pressed into a
pellet, and annealed again at 773 K for 14 d.

All samples were examined by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD)
using a Huber G670 Guinier Camera (Cu Kα1 radiation, Ge
monochromator, λ = 1.5406 Å). The data were collected by scanning
the image plate 4 times after an exposure time of 2400 s at room
temperature. Elemental composition of the obtained crystals was
determined on a scanning electron microscope JSM JEOL 6490-LV
equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis system
INCA x-Sight. The decomposition temperature of Re2Ga9Ge was
determined employing differential scanning calorimetry on a STA 409
PC Luxx thermal analyzer (Netzsch). The polycrystalline sample was
heated from room temperature to 1073 K at the rate of 10 K min−1 in
argon gas flow (high purity Ar, 99.998%).

Crystal Structure Determination. Single crystals of Re2Ga9Ge
were investigated on a Bruker D8 VENTURE single-crystal X-ray
diffractometer equipped with a PHOTON 100 CMOS detector,
graphite monochromator, and Mo X-ray tube (λ = 0.73071 Å). The
frame width of 0.50° and exposure time of 15 s/frame were employed
for data collection. Data reduction and integration were performed
with the Bruker software package SAINT (Version 8.38A).26 The
absorption was corrected using the multiscan routine as implemented
in SADABS (Version 2016/2).27,28 The crystal structure was solved
by the charge-flipping algorithm using the Superflip program.29

Further, the data were refined in the full-matrix anisotropic
approximation against |F2| using the SHELXL program (version
2018/3).30 The crystal structure was visualized using the VESTA
program.31 Crystallographic data as well as structure solution and
refinement details are presented in Tables 1 and 2.

For the single-phase polycrystalline sample of Re2Ga9Ge, the crystal
structure was refined using the Rietveld method in the Jana2006
program.32 PXRD was measured using a Panalytical X’pert3 Powder
diffractometer (Cu Kα1, 2, 1.54051, 1.54433 Å; PIXcel1D Medipix
detector). Crystallographic data obtained for the Re2Ga9Ge
polycrystalline sample are shown in the Supporting Information
(Table S1 and Table S2). According to the refinement results, the
crystal structure of the powdered sample coincides with the single-
crystal structure. Figure 1 shows the PXRD pattern of Re2Ga9Ge and
difference curve obtained during refinement.

Electronic Structure Calculations and Bonding Analysis.
Electronic structure calculations were performed on the Density
Functional Theory (DFT) level using the all-electron full-potential
linearized augmented plane wave method (FP-LAPW) as imple-
mented in the ELK code version 7.1.14.33 The PBESol exchange-
correlation functional34 of the GGA-type was utilized. The Brillouin
zone sampling was performed using the 8 × 7 × 7 k-point grid (175
irreducible k-points), the muffin-tin sphere radii for the respective
atoms were (Bohr) 2.46 (Re), 2.29 (Ga), and 2.29 (Ge), and the
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maximum moduli for the reciprocal vectors kmax were chosen so that
RMTkmax = 10.0. The convergence of the total energy with respect to
the k-point sets was checked.
Atomic coordinates and unit cell parameters obtained from the

single-crystal X-ray diffraction experiment were used for electronic
structure calculations. Band structure calculations were performed
using two models: (i) the ordered model and (ii) the model with
statistical distribution of gallium and germanium over the p-element
sites, with the occupancy ratio of 9:1 for each position. In the latter
case, the electronic structure was calculated within the virtual crystal
approximation (VCA), where the fractional atoms with a nuclear
charge of 31.1 were used for all p-element sites.
Atomic charges were calculated according to Bader’s QTAIM

approach.35 The electron localizability indicator (ELI-D) was
calculated according to the literature36−38 using the DGrid 4.6
package.39 For these two types of calculations, the ELK program
version 3.1.12 was used to obtain wave functions, with all other
computational conditions being the same as for the electronic
structure calculations.
Transport and Thermodynamic Properties. Physical proper-

ties were measured on pellets pressed from a polycrystalline sample at
the external pressure of 1.5 kbar at room temperature. Magnetization
and heat capacity measurements were performed on a cylindrical
pellet with the diameter and height of 3 mm and 1 mm, respectively.
Magnetization was measured using the Vibrating Sample Magneto-
metry setup of the Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS,
Quantum Design) in the temperature range of 10−380 K in 1 and 2 T
magnetic fields. Heat capacity measurements were conducted on a
relaxation-type calorimeter using the Heat Capacity option of PPMS.

The long-pulse technique was employed,40 in which heat pulses of a
30% temperature rise and 3τ measurement time were used, where τ is
the first-order relaxation time constant. Measurements were
performed by raising the temperature from 1.8 to 30 K in zero
magnetic field. The dual-slope analysis of the heat capacity data was
performed in the PPMS MultiVu program (Quantum Design). The
low-temperature heat capacity was fitted by the equation cp(T) = γT +
βT3 + δT5, yielding γ = 5.25(5) mJ mol−1 K−2, β = 0.191(3) mJ mol−1

K−4, and δ = 2.81(3) μJ mol−1 K−6. Transport properties, including
electrical resistivity, thermal conductivity, and Seebeck coefficient,
were measured on the rectangular-shaped pellet with the dimensions
of 8 × 3 × 2 mm3 using the Thermal Transport option of PPMS at
temperatures between 10 and 400 K in zero magnetic field.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Synthesis and Crystal Structure. Exploratory syntheses
performed in the Re−Ga−Ge system using joint flux of gallium
and germanium yielded well-formed single crystals of ternary
intermetallic compounds, which composition varied with the
initial Ga/Ge ratio. During the post-treatment of reaction
products, the excess of gallium could be easily removed, while
the unreacted germanium was present in a mixture with
crystals of ternary compounds. These crystals were carefully
selected for further PXRD and EDX studies; PXRD patterns of
the reaction products for different initial Ga/Ge ratios are
given in Figure S1 of the Supporting Information. The sample
with a starting molar ratio of elements Re:47.5Ga:2.5Ge
contained the ReGa5−yGey solid solution as a main reaction
product, where ReGa5 was the previously known endohedral
gallium cluster superconductor.3 According to the EDX
analysis, the germanium content varied in these crystals from
<1 to 3.5 at. %, which corresponds to ReGa5−yGey with y ≤
0.21(2). When the initial germanium content was increased
(Re:45Ga:5Ge and Re:40Ga:10Ge ratio of elements), the
reaction products contained both the ReGa5−yGey solid
solution and crystals of a title compound, which crystallizes
in a previously unknown structure type as will be shown below.
Several crystals were tested using EDX. They all possessed the
same Re1.98(2)Ga9.02(2)Ge1.00(4) elemental composition, which
was also confirmed by EDX for a single crystal selected for
structural studies.
Synthesis of polycrystalline Re2Ga9Ge was carried out using

the standard ampule technique. It should be noted that the
formation of the target compound was observed only at low
annealing temperatures. According to the DSC analysis,
Re2Ga9Ge melts incongruently at 650(10) °C (see Figure S2
of the Supporting Information).
Re2Ga9Ge showed no noticeable homogeneity range,

because the increase of germanium content led to the
formation of secondary phases. According to PXRD, the
Re2Ga9Ge polycrystalline sample was single-phase, while the
sample with the initial ratio of elements 2Re:8Ga:2Ge
contained the target compound together with elemental

Table 1. Crystallographic Data and Refinement Parameters
for Re2Ga9Ge

formula Re2Ga9Ge

formula weight (g·mol−1) 1072.50
crystal system tetragonal
space group P42/mmc
a (Å) 8.0452(3)
c (Å) 6.7132(2)
V (Å3) 434.51(3)
Z 2
ρcalc (g·cm

−3) 8.197
μ, mm−1 58.447
temperature (K) 100(2)
radiation, λ (Å) Mo Kα, 0.71073
absorption correction multiscan
θ range (deg) 3.581−37.810
index ranges −13 ≤ h ≤ 13

−13 ≤ k ≤ 13
−11 ≤ l ≤ 11

N collected 28216
N unique/N observed [I > 3σ(I)] 687/648
R1 [I > 3σ(I)] 0.0210
wR2 [all data] 0.0398
GoF 1.28
residual electron density (e ̅ Å−3) 2.029/−2.039

Table 2. Atomic Coordinates and Thermal Displacement Parameters for the Crystal Structure of Re2Ga9Ge

atom Wyckoff site x y z Ueq, Å
2

Re1 4m 0.31059(3) 0 0 0.00379(5)
Ge1 2e 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.00675(16)
Ga1 8n 0.21195(5) 0.21195(5) 0.25 0.00671(9)
Ga2 4l 0.26491(9) 0.5 0.5 0.00644(12)
Ga3 4i 0 0.5 0.17988(11) 0.00676(12)
Ga4 2b 0 0 0 0.00634(17)
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germanium and ReGa2Ge
22 (Figure 2). The unit cell

parameters of the target phase did not alter with the initial
composition of the sample.
The absence of the homogeneity range of Re2Ga9Ge, despite

similar atomic sizes of gallium and germanium and their
neighboring positions in the Periodic Table, is not surprising.
Similar behavior was observed earlier, when we discovered
three compounds in the Re−Ga−Ge system: ReGa2Ge,

22

ReGaGe2,
23 and ReGa0.4Ge0.6,

41 which also showed no
noticeable homogeneity range.
The crystal structure of Re2Ga9Ge, which is shown in Figure

3, was studied using single-crystal X-ray diffraction. Re2Ga9Ge
can be classified as an endohedral gallium cluster compound.
In the crystal structure, there are two types of polyhedra
formed by gallium atoms: one-capped Archimedean (square)
antiprisms centered by rhenium atoms and tetrahedra with
germanium atoms inside. There are 6 independent atomic
positions in the structure, one of which is occupied by

rhenium, and 5 others which are occupied by the p-elements
atoms (Table 2).
Although the single-crystal X-ray diffraction analysis cannot

distinguish germanium and gallium, we assume that the 2e
crystallographic site in the center of gallium tetrahedron is
occupied by germanium. Several factors support this ordered
model. First, the absence of a noticeable homogeneity range
indicates the selective occupation of a certain position by
germanium rather than statistical mixing of Ga/Ge atoms on
different crystallographic sites. Second, the multiplicity of the
2e site located in the center of tetrahedron is in good
agreement with the composition determined by EDX, when
the ordered model is taken into account. Finally, the Ge−Ga
distance of 2.53 Å is similar to those found in other [GeGa4]
tetrahedra, for instance in LiGaGe.42 Generally, in the crystal
structures of related p-element-rich phases, the tetrahedral
coordination is typical for germanium but not for gallium. For
example, the tetrahedral environment of germanium is

Figure 1. Powder X-ray diffraction pattern of Re2Ga9Ge. The upper black line represents the experimental diffraction pattern, the black ticks show
peak positions, and the lower black line is the difference between the experimental and calculated patterns.

Figure 2. PXRD patterns of the polycrystalline samples with a nominal molar ratio of elements 2Re:9Ga:Ge and 2Re:8Ga:2Ge.
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observed in IrGe4
43 as well as in elemental germanium (the

diamond structure type). At the same time, gallium prefers
large coordination numbers both in its metallic state (α-Ga,
space group Cmce)44 and in many endohedral cluster
compounds: FeGa3, Mo8Ga41, etc.

7,10 It should be noted that
there is no direct evidence of the segregation of germanium in
the 2e crystallographic position. Nevertheless, we will suppose
the ordered model in future considerations of crystal and
electronic structures, chemical bonding, and physical proper-
ties.
Let us consider in detail the crystal structure of Re2Ga9Ge.

The selected interatomic distances in Re2Ga9Ge are presented
in Table 3. Re@Ga9 polyhedra are stitched together along the

common rectangular face forming a double cluster architecture
Re2Ga14. The Re−Ga distances within the polyhedron are in
the typical range of bond lengths in related ReGa5 and
ReGa∼5(M) compounds.3,21 The distance between the
adjacent rhenium atoms exceeds 3 Å. The Re2Ga14 fragments
are connected to each other by the caps (Ga4), such that
columns are formed (Figure 3c), which span along the a and b
axes of the tetragonal unit cell. These columns alternate with
each other and share common vertices (Ga1 atoms). In
addition, the columns are interconnected by a relatively short
Ga3−Ga3 bond of 2.41 Å, which perfectly matches the short
distance between atoms in elemental gallium.44 Within the

arrangement of the columns, spacious channels are formed
along the c axis, in which the germanium atoms are located.
These atoms additionally connect the {Re2Ga13} columns
forming chains of {Ge@Ga4/2} tetrahedra. At the same time,
the chains of tetrahedra are completely isolated from each
other and penetrate the entire framework along the c axis. The
Ge@Ga4 tetrahedra have common edges and rotate by the
angle of 90° relative to each other throughout the chain. This
situation is similar to SiS2, where the chains and fragments,
containing distorted edge-sharing Si@S4 tetrahedra, can be
found in the crystal structures of ambient- and high-pressure
polymorphs.45

A polyhedron in the form of a capped Archimedean
antiprism (or its slightly distorted shape) is frequently
observed in endohedral gallium cluster frameworks. It is the
main structural unit in ReGa5

3 and its substituted analogs,
ReGa∼5(Bi/Sn/Pb).

21 It is also found in the crystal structures
of Rh2Ga9

4 and Mn6Ga29
46 intermetallic compounds. Figure 4

shows a comparison of the crystal structures of endohedral
gallium cluster compounds containing T@Ga9 polyhedra as
structural units. Notably, the crystal structures of Re2Ga9Ge
and ReGa5 have similar features: they contain the same
Re2Ga14 fragments connected by vertices. In ReGa5, all
Re2Ga14 units are codirectional along the b axis of the
orthorhombic unit cell. The introduction of germanium results
in another type of polyhedron, the Ge@Ga4 tetrahedron,
within the Re2Ga9Ge endohedral cluster framework.
The combination of two polyhedra, one of which is centered

by a transition metal and the other one by a p-element, is much
less common. Only a few examples are known among the
endohedral gallium cluster compounds, for instance, Mo8Ga41,
where Mo@Ga10 polyhedra together with Ga@Ga12 cubocta-
hedra build the framework.5 Furthermore, the simultaneous
presence of capped Archimedean antiprisms and tetrahedra in
the crystal structure of Re2Ga9Ge is unique for such systems.
Apparently, germanium plays an important role in the
formation of the discovered structural motif, which, in spite
of its proximity to gallium, is more prone to the formation of
covalent bonds in an intermetallic compound. The presence of
germanium inside the tetrahedral cages yields strong cross-
linking of the Re2Ga14 columns, which also strengthens our
assumption in favor of the ordered model.

Figure 3. Crystal structure of Re2Ga9Ge: (a) the unit cell, (b) Ge@Ga4 tetrahedron and Re@Ga9 one-capped Archimedean antiprism, and (c)
polyhedral representation highlighting Re@Ga9 pairs, which share faces and vertexes and chains of Ge@Ga4 tetrahedrons with common edges.

Table 3. Selected Interatomic Distances (Less than 3.1 Å)
for Re2Ga9Ge

atom atom distance, Å

Re1 Re1 (×1) 3.0476(5)
Ga1 (×4) 2.5208(2)
Ga2 (×2) 2.6200(6)
Ga3 (×2) 2.6348(6)
Ga4 (×1) 2.4988(3)

Ge1 Ga2 (×4) 2.5286(6)
Ga1 Ga2 (×2) 2.8928(4)

Ga3 (×2) 2.9155(2)
Ga4 (×2) 2.9381(4)

Ga3 Ga3 (×1) 2.4142(15)
Ga2 (×2) 3.0270(8)
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Electronic Structure and Chemical Bonding. To
establish the specific features of chemical bonding, we
performed electronic structure calculations for Re2Ga9Ge.
The crystal structure details presented in Tables 1 and 2 were
used for electronic structure calculations. The calculated total
and projected densities of states (DOS) near the Fermi energy
are shown in Figure 5 both for the ordered model and
assuming the statistical distribution of gallium and germanium
across all p-element sites. The partial DOS curves are shown in
Figure S3 of the Supporting Information. At the relative
energies between −8 and 5 eV, the density of states is
predominantly formed by the Re 5d and Ga/Ge 4p
contributions.
As seen from Figure 5, the projected Re and p-metal DOS

show a significant degree of mixing of the d- and p-states near
the Fermi level, which might indicate prominent covalency
(see also Figure S3). The DOS plots calculated for both
ordered and VCA models are very similar and predict metallic
behavior of Re2Ga9Ge due to the nonzero DOS at the Fermi
level. However, regardless of the used model, we found an
important feature, i.e., the Fermi level is located in a pseudogap
of the DOS. The appearance of a pseudogap at the Fermi
energy was previously observed in a number of endohedral
gallium cluster superconductors.3 This special feature of the
electronic structure is often considered as an indication of a
particular structural stability of an intermetallic frame-
work.3,13,14 Based on the same arguments, we assume that
the location of the Fermi level in the vicinity of the pseudogap
may indicate a special stability of the Re2Ga9Ge structure with
respect to its elemental composition and valence electron
count, which is supported by the fact that this compound has
no noticeable homogeneity range. The fact that for fixed
Re2Ga9Ge composition the Fermi level is in the pseudogap
means that the compound has an optimal valence electron
count,13,14 i.e., the number of valence electrons in Re2Ga9Ge
enables filling of the bands below the pseudogap, while all the
states above it remain unoccupied. Electronic structure
calculations that include spin−orbit coupling yielded the

same band structure plots (see Figure S4), which also show the
presence of a pseudogap at the Fermi energy. Calculated Bader

Figure 4. Comparison of the T@Ga9 polyhedra in endohedral gallium cluster compounds: Re2Ga9Ge, ReGa5, ReGa∼5(Bi/Sn/Pb), Rh2Ga9, and
Mn6Ga29.

Figure 5. Total and projected density of states (PDOS) near the
Fermi level for Re2Ga9Ge: red − Re PDOS, green − Ga PDOS, blue
− Ge PDOS. (a) Ordered model and (b) mixing of gallium and
germanium treated within the VCA approach. The position of the
Fermi level is indicated by the dotted vertical line.
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charges for the ordered model are ca. +0.2 (Ga), ca. −0.3
(Ge), and ca. −0.7 (Re), which also indicate significant
covalency in the structure and the lack of strong ionicity.
The analysis of the ELI-D topology for the ordered model

shows the presence of pairwise interactions between the p-
block elements as well as the formation of multicenter
interactions with the participation of rhenium and p-elements
(Figure 6).
While scanning down the ϒ values, the first nonatomic

attractors to appear (at ϒ = 1.18) correspond to pairwise Ge−
Ga (Ω1) interactions with a population of 1.93 electrons, with
respective localization domains having a slightly asymmetric
disk-like shape. This asymmetry indicates a small polarity of
the bond and a shift of electrons toward germanium atoms.
Ga−Ga (Ω2) pair interactions are characterized by symmetric
disk-shaped basins with a population of 1.47 electrons (Figure
6a). Ω2 corresponds to the shortest Ga3−Ga3 bond of 2.41 Å
(see Table 3). Two-center interactions between rhenium and
gallium or germanium, in contrast to ReGaGe2,

23 are not
observed; however, multicentered bonds are formed with the
participation of rhenium d-electrons. Three-center interaction
Re−Ga−Ga reveals Ω3 (population ∼1.07−1.2 electrons),
which has an asymmetric shape, and the domain is not located
in the perfect center of the triangle, which indicates slightly
unequal contributions of atoms (Figure 6b and c). Another
multicenter interaction observed at ϒ = 1.06 is the three-center
bond 2Re + Ga (Ω4) with a population of ∼0.49 electron,
located strictly in the center of the triangle (see Figure 6c).
Apparently, such a localization of covalent chemical bonds may
be the reason for the formation of a pseudogap in the
Re2Ga9Ge band structure. However, the participation of
rhenium in delocalized multicenter interactions, which
facilitate higher electron mobility, prevents the opening of
the real band gap, and as a consequence, metallic properties are

predicted for the compound and further confirmed by the
transport measurements (vide inf ra). This is in contrast with
the behavior of another compound in the Re−Ga−Ge system,
ReGa2Ge, which features the localized bonding, opening of the
real band gap, and thus, semiconducting properties.22

Physical Properties. According to the measured thermo-
dynamic and transport properties, Re2Ga9Ge is a Pauli
paramagnetic metallic conductor with several special features.
After applying the core diamagnetism correction,47 the
magnetic susceptibility of Re2Ga9Ge, which is presented in
Figure 7, is positive and shows very weak temperature
dependence above 100 K. At low temperatures, the small
upturn of magnetic susceptibility is probably caused by minor
paramagnetic impurities present in the sample. In the intrinsic
region, the step-like anomaly was observed at the temperature
of T * = 258 K, which is reproducible in different applied
magnetic fields. A careful examination of the electrical
resistivity in the same temperature range confirmed the step-
like anomaly at T * = 271 K registered on cooling and revealed
the noticeable hysteresis of resistivity between 258 and 294 K
in zero magnetic field. It should be noted that we detected no
structural transformation between 100 and 300 K according to
the refinements of crystal structure. Single-crystal data were
collected at 100 K below the transition (Table 1). Further, the
obtained structural model, which is presented in Tables 1 and
2, was used for the Rietveld refinement against the room-
temperature PXRD data above the temperature of transition,
and we found good agreement between the two data sets
(Figure 1). Presumably, the observed anomaly is due to the
charge ordering of Ga and Ge atoms, for which the
crystallographic site ordering can also be proposed based on
the observed coordination numbers, interatomic distances, and
features of the electronic structure. Charge ordering is usually
observed in the metallic strongly correlated systems, including

Figure 6. Calculated ELI-D topology for the ordered model of Re2Ga9Ge in the descending order of localizability indicator: ϒ = 1.18 (a), 1.11 (b),
and 1.06 (c); three-centered interaction Re−Ga−Ga, highlighted in the cross section, the color shows the value of localizability indicator of ELI-D
(d). For the explanation of Ω1−Ω4, see the text.
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transition metal oxides.48 Re2Ga9Ge exhibits metallic behavior,
too. Furthermore, the low-temperature heat capacity data,
which is shown in the inset of Figure 7, indicate the noticeable
Sommerfeld coefficient of γ = 5.25(5) mJ mol−1 K−2 in
agreement with the metallic nature of the compound. The
experimental value of γ is larger than the value of γbare = 3.1 mJ
mol−1 K−2 calculated for the ordered model, which may
indicate electronic correlations in the system.
Figure 8 summarizes thermal transport properties of

Re2Ga9Ge. The Seebeck coefficient is negative and decreases
with increasing temperature. The room-temperature value of S
= −3.5 μV/K is in good agreement with the observed metallic

behavior. Notably, Re2Ga9Ge demonstrates low thermal
conductivity: the measured values are below 2 W·m−1·K−1 in
the studied temperature range. Note that thermal conductivity
of less than 2 W·m−1·K−1 favors promising thermoelectric
properties; thus, the value of thermal conductivity of typical
metals usually reaches several tens of W·m−1·K−1, while the
prospective thermoelectric materials have the κ of 0.5−3 W·
m−1·K−1.49 The electronic contribution to the total thermal
conductivity can be calculated using the Wiedemann−Franz
law, κe = LT/ρ, where L = 2.44 × 10−8 W·Ω·K−2 is the ideal
Lorentz number, T is the absolute temperature, and ρ is the
measured electrical resistivity. Clearly, the electronic and

Figure 7. (top) Magnetic susceptibility of Re2Ga9Ge in 1 T (circles) and 2 T (triangles) magnetic fields. The inset shows the region in the vicinity
of the step-like anomaly. (bottom) Electrical resistivity of Re2Ga9Ge measured in zero magnetic field. The lower right inset shows the resistivity on
cooling and heating near the step-like anomaly. The upper left inset presents the low-temperature heat capacity measured in zero magnetic field.
The solid red line is a fit of the data (see the Experimental Section).
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lattice contributions are comparable with each other and do
not exceed 1 W·m−1·K−1 at T = 400 K, indicating interesting
thermal transport properties of Re2Ga9Ge. In turn, low phonon
thermal conductivity can be explained by the effective phonon
scattering provided by heavy rhenium atoms, which are located
in relatively large gallium polyhedra. However, because of a
relatively low Seebeck coefficient typical for metals, the
thermoelectric figure-of-merit does not exceed ZT = 5 × 10−3.

■ CONCLUSIONS

A new endohedral gallium cluster compound, Re2Ga9Ge, was
discovered in the Re−Ga−Ge ternary system using the crystal
growth joint flux technique by employing the excess of gallium
and germanium. Crystals of the previously unknown phase
were found in a mixture with the ReGa5−yGey solid solution.
Further synthesis of the Re2Ga9Ge polycrystalline sample
confirmed the formation of the title compound. We note that
the joint flux technique is a powerful tool for the exploratory
synthesis and should be further employed for the search of new
representatives of the endohedral gallium cluster compounds
in related ternary systems.
Re2Ga9Ge crystallizes in an unknown structure type, in

which rhenium-filled endohedral gallium clusters form a
framework together with chains of tetrahedra composed purely
of p-metal atoms. The chemical bonding pattern is based on
two-center interactions between gallium and germanium and
multicenter bonds involving d-orbitals of rhenium. The Fermi
level is located in a pronounced pseudogap of the density of
states, indicating that valence electron count is close to
optimal. The compound exhibits metallic properties with an
indication of electronic phase transition. This transition may be
driven by the charge ordering, which once again underlines the
peculiar chemical bonding in Re2Ga9Ge. Although no
transition to the superconducting state was observed, the
discovery of a new endohedral cluster compound and analysis
of its crystal and electronic structure add to our knowledge of
this type of intermetallic compounds and provide new
pathways to the search for superconductors with unconven-
tional properties.
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